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Descriptive Inventory

SC 3165   HILL, John W., 1834-1922

1 folder. 1 item. 2016. Illustrated typescript.

SC2017.103.2

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC   HILL, John W.,   2016
3165   1834-1922

Compilation of military service and pension records of John W. Hill, Warren County, Kentucky. Includes chronologies of Hill's Civil War service, 1864-1865, and of his disability pension application and subsequent requests for increases, 1888-1922. Also includes images of Hill, his wife, and selected documents filed in support of his application.

1 folder. 1 item. Illustrated typescript.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Bowman, Donald L., II
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Pensions
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Soldiers from – Warren County
Glenn, Julia Kelly (Hill), 1863-1928 – Relating to
Hill, Mary Jane (Young), 1835-1910 – Relating to
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